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This Nlaka’pamux or Utā’mqt coiled cedar root basket (.skū’x) in the Thaw Collection (T0515a-

b) intrigued me as soon as I saw it.[1] It is a tactile object that can be held in one’s hands but 

embodies so much more—it reveals information about the knowledge, skill, and time required 

for its creation. The intelligence it holds became apparent during my interaction with its material 

being and its intersections of form, design and historical context.   

 

Thousands of cedar root coiled baskets made by Salish women along the North Pacific Coast and 

interior were eagerly purchased by settler women and tourists in the late 1800s and early 

1900s.[2] Re-situated into the settler economy as functional domestic objects, baskets were 

devalued by the heteropatriarchal structures of colonialism and its art historical canon.[3] 

Unattributed and treated as mere commodities rather than art forms, it is difficult to connect 

baskets in museum collections with their makers and their histories. Western lenses of value 

have focused on determining origins, describing techniques and fixing design meanings, 

disregarding the complex social and economic relations embodied in baskets.[4] 

 

Described in ethnographic texts as living around the confluence of the Quoo.OOy (Fraser) and 

Thompson rivers, and centered where the town of Lytton, British Columbia (BC) is now situated, 

the Nlaka’pamux (Thompson) and especially the Utā’mqt (Lower Thompson) were well-known 

in the late nineteenth century for the production of coiled baskets.[5] The major monograph on 

Salish baskets, published under Herman Haeberlin’s name in 1928, relied on fieldwork by James 

Teit, a Scottish man who had married into a Nlaka’pamux community. Teit consulted dozens of 

Nlaka’pamux and Utā’mqt women in the early 1900s about basketry on behalf of the 

ethnographer Franz Boas, the project’s proponent.[6] Like many ethnographic texts of its time, 

the women’s voices were mediated by Teit, Haeberlin, Helen Roberts and Franz Boas, resulting 

in published material (including this essay) distant from the initial conversations.[7] The 

monograph’s text discusses the women as numbered informants, with only limited details of their 

identities in the appendix.[8] Their names and social standing were likely known to Teit: for 

example, a 2019 publication supports re-situating “No. 25, Mrs. Paul” as Kalalshe (Susan Paul), 

a highly respected woman, an expert basket weaver, and the wife of Xixneʔ (Chief James Paul) 

from Spuzzum, BC.[9] The monograph’s emphasis on object quantification and its coding of 

informants separates them all from their webs of social relations. The expertise of Nlaka’pamux 

women becomes anonymized and amalgamated data in parallel with their baskets. 

 

From this distance, how do I recover a sense of the knowledge and creative prowess of the Thaw 

basket’s maker? Learning more about the knowledge these women held requires a critical review 

of ethnographic sources to locate moments where Indigenous women’s voices are evident and 

may lead to what they valued most in such a basket.   

 

A small and slightly elongated sphere, this .skū’x would be called słkapuxê’lEmox or “nut-

shaped” by Nlaka’pamux basket makers. Without the addition of what Teit and Boas considered 

a “modern” foot (the low, coiled pedestal at the base of the basket) the commonly made form 

was said to resemble a hazelnut.[10] Comfortably held with both hands below its carinated sides 

(shoulders), this .skū’x is typical of a woman’s workbasket. Made to hold weaving tools or other 

belongings, the opening of such a basket was sized for a woman’s hand and leather thongs were 

usually inserted between coils on the lid or body as handles.[11] Similar forms include a knitting 

basket created by Mrs. Amy Cooper of the Soowahlie Reserve in Stó:lō territory (Figure 1).[12] 
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Cooper’s ingenuity transformed the lid, allowing yarn to pass through the opening while knitting, 

evidence of one basket maker’s integration of new fiber-working technology with existing Salish 

material culture. Boas’ preference for older forms may have viewed such modifications as 

inauthentic, and he classified these as “fancy baskets”—a broad category including items made 

for the tourist trade.[13] 

 

The Thaw collection’s .skū’x was made through the labor-intensive and physically demanding 

process of coiling a core of processed, dried, and prepared split cedar roots and then sewing them 

into a spiral form with finely split cedar roots.[14] Simultaneously, the exterior was decorated 

with thin strips of dried and dyed grass and bark, folded back over each completed stitch, to 

create an even, decorated surface. This process of imbrication enabled endless combinations of 

design and colour. For this .skū’x, a natural beige grass provides the ground for alternating lines 

of red and dyed black bark (Figure 2). Visible use wear on the foot reveals the bundled cedar 

roots (Figure 3). There is less aggressive wear to the body and lid, and the interior is clean with 

few indications of use.  

 

Tightly woven, the base, body, foot and lid are evenly stitched (Figure 4). The weaver’s care and 

attention are visible in the tiny adjustments made to the thickness of her spiraling cedar coil 

bundle as she stitched from base to rim, to maintain a level foot, a spherical body with even 

coils, an even rim, and a snug-fitting lid. Otsego Institute co-participant Isabella Robbins advised 

that an experienced basket weaver can determine another weaver’s handedness in the lean of the 

stitches. Likewise, Nlaka’pamux women showed Teit the visual evidence of right and lefthanded 

weavers in the clockwise and counterclockwise direction of their coils.[15] 

 

Circling the foot of the .skū’x are alternating red and black right-angle triangles, divided by 

opposing right-angle triangles of natural beige grass to sustain the “proper” separation of colours 

according to Nlaka’pamux aesthetics.[16] A horizontal red bark line of imbrication visually 

separates the foot from the body. A truncated zig zag line in dyed black bark appears above and 

is topped by two separate horizontal chains of hexagons in red and black bark. Hexagonal 

designs were “rare” and were known as Lukaä’ist, or “grave box pattern.”[17] A second 

truncated zig zag line in red circles the rim of the basket. The lid begins with a small spiral of red 

bark followed by three zigzag lines that alternate black, red and black, radiating around the lid in 

a starburst effect.[18] The alternating colours and symmetrical designs complement one another, 

and the individual design elements (zig zags, truncated zig zags and triangles) are the basis of 

many Salish geometric patterns in the region. Of the similar workbaskets I have located at the 

National Museum of the American Indian, the Canadian Museum of History, and the UBC 

Museum of Anthropology, only one other is wrapped in a hexagonal design.[19] 

 

The fit of the design to the form indicates the maker’s capacity to visualize her completed basket 

before she begins to weave.[20] Creating the illusion of a seamless design on a spiral and 

spherical form required spatial and mathematical thinking in three dimensions (Figure 5). A 

rectangular storage basket in the NMAI collection has been attributed to a previously known 

Cowlitz or Lillooet maker and displays a remarkably similar pattern.[21] How might I envision 

the possible relationships between these baskets and their maker(s)? How did such designs 

travel? 
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The Nlaka’pamux and Utā’mqt women who spoke with James Teit at the turn of the century 

described complex social decision-making regarding the sharing and use of designs and patterns 

that reflects their autonomy, flexibility, and creativity.[22] Salish territories are home to multiple 

and overlapping kinship, intermarriage, and trade networks connecting people across time and 

space: the designer and her baskets may have travelled for ceremonies or in marriage, and her 

baskets may have been gifts between individuals or commodities in the tourist trade.[23] The 

only documented movement of the Thaw collection .skū’x is in 1992, at the creation of its 

accession file. Before coming to the Morning Star Gallery in Santa Fe, New Mexico, this .skū’x 

was one of 300 Native American baskets collected after 1930 by renowned American fiber artist 

Claire Zeisler.[24] How many exchanges has the basket experienced in its 123+ years of life?  

 

I cannot know what the maker, Zeisler, or its other owners valued in this basket, but basket 

makers in past and present scholarship are shown to share a focus on foundational materials, 

their handling in the weaving process, and the fit of designs with a basket’s surface.[25] Basket 

making was described to me as the control of energy in a spiral form by Sherry Farrell-Racette, 

and basket makers’ deep understanding of their ecology has earned them respect as 

ethnobotanists.[26] These descriptions point to the embodiment of the comprehensive knowledge 

acquired by Indigenous women cultural practitioners over a lifetime of process and practice, 

along with the maintenance of social networks for access to basketry materials.[27] A skilled 

basket maker knows how and where (and from whom) to locate and gather the straightest cedar 

roots, how to process cherry bark and grasses for stable and even imbrications, and how to 

produce long-lasting colours with dyestuffs and mordants. Although baskets were made 

throughout the region, the Utā’mqt (Lower Thompson) were said to have the best materials in a 

riverine environment rich in cedar and salmon.[28] Ecological and social processes require time, 

care and patience, resonating with Aldona Jonaitis’ assessment of weaving practices as 

“gestational” in their material relationships with seasonal cycles.[29] In this light, this .skū’x is 

visible as a source of Nlaka’pamux knowledge regarding its maker’s expert integration of 

materials and knowledge into a form carefully wrapped in a complex design. This .skū’x remains 

a form and materialization of accumulated wealth and wisdom in the cultural production of 

Nlaka’pamux women. 

 

 

Cite as: Ariss, Alison. “Coiled and Imbricated Cedar Root, Grass and Bark Basket (T0515a-b).” 

Otsego Institute Alumni Review Vol 8. (2023) 

[https://www.theotsegoinstitute.org/uploads/1/3/9/6/139631595/ariss.pdf]. 
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Figure 1. Photograph of knitting basket created by Mrs. Amy Cooper  before 1935. Courtesy of 

the UBC Museum of Anthropology, Catalogue No. A1889a-b, http://collection-

online.moa.ubc.ca/search/item?keywords=A1889+a-b&row=0 

 

 

 
Figure 2. Exterior view of body of T0515a, showing imbrication. Photo by author Oct. 2022. 

 

http://collection-online.moa.ubc.ca/search/item?keywords=A1889+a-b&row=0
http://collection-online.moa.ubc.ca/search/item?keywords=A1889+a-b&row=0
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Figure 3. View of foot of T0515a, showing use wear and coil foundation of split cedar roots. 

Photo by author Oct. 2022. 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Interior of T0515a, showing even stitches and their lean to the left. Photo by author 

Oct. 2022. 
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Figure 5. Sketch of design at its point of shift over the coil spiral, designated with vertical hashed 

line. Sketch by author. 
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